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Introduction
Motivation to look for physics beyond the SM  
☛ talk by Paul Langacker!

In this talk, I will assume the very optimistic case, where the 
theory uncertainties from unknown higher orders will not be 
dominant.  Progress has been steady in the past.!

Example: leading mt
2 corrections to ρ-paramter!

1-loop Veltman 1977!

2-loop (MH = 0) van der Bij, Veltman 1984  
MH arbitrary Barbieri et al. 1992, Fleischer, Tarasov, Jegerlehner 1993 !

3-loop (MH → ∞) Boughezal, Tausk, van der Bij 2004
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5

Key EW!
observables

MZ       ± 2.1 MeV  ➨ < 100 keV!

ΓZ        ± 2.3 MeV  ➨ < 100 keV!

Rμ           ± 0.025  ➨ < 0.001!

Rb           ± 0.00066  ➨ < 6×10–5!

mt        ± 810 MeV  (incl. QCD) ➨ ± 15 MeV!

σhad       ± 37 pb ➨ ± 4 pb (assumes 0.01% luminosity error)!

ALR        ± 0.0022 ➨ ± 2×10–5 (needs 3-loop EW to be useful, 4-loop to match exp.)!

ALR
FB(b) ± 0.020 ➨ ± 0.001 (using similar b-tagging improvements as for Rb)!

MW      ± 33 MeV  (LEP); ± 16 MeV  (Tevatron) ➨ ± 0.6 MeV ☛ talk by Graham Wilson!

ΓW       ± 42 MeV  ☛ talk by Paolo Azzurri (1st + 2nd row CKM unitarity test)



source α uncertainty FCC

Z decays 0.1203 0.0028 0.00012

W decays 0.117 0.043 0.00018

τ decays 0.1174 +0.0019

deep inelastic scattering 0.1156 0.0023 0.00018

jet-event shapes in e 0.1169 0.0034 < 0.001

lattice 0.1187 0.0012

world average 0.1181 0.0013 0.00009

Bethke, Dissertori, Salam 2015	
JE, Ayres 2015	

PDG 2016

αs

top threshold scan!
precision gauge coupling unification
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Number of active neutrinos

currently: Nν = 2.992 ± 0.007!

FCC-ee @ 91 GeV:                                                          
Nν can be constrained to within ± 0.0006!

FCC-ee @ 161 GeV:                                                       
the Zγ final state would provide an additional 
constraint on Nν of better than ± 0.0015
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gμ–2!

Δr!

sin2θW(0)!

σhad (if luminosity is determined  
through Bhabba scattering)!

strong correlation — can be advantage in global fit!

assume Δαhad to 1.8 × 10–5 (from σμμ and AFB
μμ)                                              

☛ talks by Fred Jegerlehner and Patrick Janot!

and mb = ± 9 MeV, mc = ± 8 MeV from Higgs BRs @ FCC-ee

Vacuum!
Polarization
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source M uncertainty FCC-ee

radiative corrections 96 +22 1.3

Higgs branching ratios 126.1 1.9

direct 125.09 0.24 0.007

global fit 125.11 0.24 0.007

JE, Ayres 2015	
PDG 2016

MH
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on pole:  
sin2θW 
STU  
RPC SUSY 
ZZʹ

Complementarity: Need EW precision 
measurements on and off the Z pole

below pole (interference amplitude): 
running sin2θW (“dark Z”) 
X parameter  
RPV SUSY 
ννee, ννuu, ννdd 4-Fermi operators  
parity-violating eeee, eeuu, eedd 4-
Fermi operators

above pole:  
eeff operators  
incl. 2nd/3rd generation f and parity-conserving
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STU

current FCC-ee

S ± 0.099 ± 0.005

T ± 0.116 ± 0.007

U ± 0.095 ± 0.005

S ± 0.078 ± 0.003

T ± 0.066 ± 0.003

T ± 0.030 ± 0.002
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Implications of T (ρ0) parameter

ρ0 would constrain VEVs of higher dimensional 
Higgs representations to ≲ 1 GeV!

Sensitivity to degenerate scalar EW doublets up 
to 2 TeV (using results based on EFT approach 
Henning, Lu, Murayama 2014)!

Non-degenerate multiplets of heavy fermions or 
scalars ☛
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Non-degenerate multiplets of heavy 
fermions or scalars

Δρ0 = GF Σi Ci / (8 √2 π2) Δmi
2              [ Δmi

2 ≥ (m1 – m2)2 ]!

despite appearance there is decoupling                                                                     
(see-saw type suppression of Δmi

2)!

currently: Σi Ci / 3 Δmi
2 ≤ (49 GeV)2!

assuming no SM deviation (ρ0 = 1 ± 0.000012) ⟹                                                                     

FCC-ee: Σi Ci / 3 Δmi
2 ≤ (8 GeV)2 !

assuming central value unchanged from today                                
(ρ0 = 1.00037 ± 0.000012) ⟹                                                                                               
FCC-ee: Σi Ci / 3 Δmi

2 = (34 ± 1 GeV)2
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Figure 8. Regions in the physical stop mass plane that precision measurements are sensitive to, with contours

of tunings, at future e+e� colliders (left: ILC; middle: CEPC; right: FCC-ee). Top row: bounds on stops with

no mixing, Xt = 0. Dashed vertical lines: 2� bounds on stop masses from S and T (mostly T ); solid lines: 2�

bounds on stop masses from Higgs coupling constraints. Blue dashed contours are the stop contributions to

the Higgs mass tuning. Lower row: bounds on stops in the blind spot X2
t = m2

t̃1
+m2

t̃2
. There are no Higgs

measurement constraints. For CEPC with possible improvements (purple dash-dotted line in the middle) or

FCC-ee (orange solid line), EWPT is only sensitive to a small region. The green dashed lines are the exclusion

contours from b ! s� for the choice µ = 200 GeV and a few di↵erent values of tan�. Each of these contours

is also labeled with corresponding tunings �µ and �A. There is also a region along the diagonal line which

cannot be attained by diagonalizing a Hermitian mass matrix [32].

choose a positive µ throughout the analysis. The sign of µ will only give a negligible modification to
the calculation of the Higgs mass fine-tuning from the stops. However, for negative µ, the b ! s�

constraint will get considerably stronger.

7.2 Implications for Folded Stops

EWPT could be the most sensitive experimental probe in some hidden natural SUSY scenarios such as
“folded SUSY” [28]. In folded SUSY, the folded stops only carry electroweak charges and some beyond
SM color charge but no QCD charge. The most promising direct collider signal is W+ photons which
dominates for the “squirkonium” (the bound state of the folded squarks) near the ground state [85, 86].
It is a very challenging experimental signature. Among the Higgs coupling measurements, folded stops

– 19 –

Other oblique parameters

At dimension 6 and at                                
first order in the new physics 
⟹ 4 bosonic operators.                  
Can be mapped onto S, T, W, Y                  
Henning, Lu, Murayama 2014                               
Fan, Reece, Wang 2014!

E.g., a stop doublet of 
degenerate soft mass M 
contributes                                                    
      S ~ – mt2 / (6π M2) + O(M–4)            

18
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Figure 7: Prediction for MW as a function of mt, as given in the left plot of Fig. 4 (the mass
Mh of the light CP-even Higgs boson is assumed to be in the region 125.6 ± 3.1 GeV). In
addition to the current experimental results for MW and mt that are displayed by the gray
68% C.L. ellipse the anticipated future precision at the ILC is indicated by the red ellipse
(assuming the same experimental central values).

scan accordingly. Any additional particle observation would impose a further constraint and
would thus enhance the sensitivity of the parameter determination. In Fig. 8 we show the
parameter points from our scan that are compatible with the above constraints. All points
fulfill Mh = 125.6 ± 3.1 GeV and m

˜t1 = 400 ± 40 GeV. Yellow, red and blue points have
furthermore a W boson mass of MW = 80.375, 80.385, 80.395 ± 0.005 GeV, respectively,
corresponding to three hypothetical future central experimental values for MW . The left
plot in Fig. 8 shows the MW prediction as a function of the lighter sbottom mass. Assuming
that the experimental central value for MW stays at its current value of 80.385 GeV (red
points) or goes up by 10 MeV (blue points), the precise measurement of MW would set
stringent upper limits of ⇠ 800 GeV (blue) or ⇠ 1000 GeV (red) on the possible mass range
of the lighter sbottom. As expected, this sensitivity degrades if the experimental central
value for MW goes down by 10 MeV (yellow points), which would bring it closer to the
SM value given in Eq. (19). The right plot shows the results in the m

˜b1
–m

˜t2 plane. It can
be observed that sensitive upper bounds on those unknown particle masses could be set9

based on an experimental value of MW of 80.385 ± 0.005 GeV or 80.395 ± 0.005 GeV (i.e.
for central values su�ciently di↵erent from the SM prediction). In this situation the precise
MW measurement could give interesting indications regarding the search for the heavy stop
and the light sbottom (or put the interpretation within the MSSM under tension).

9See also Ref. [120] for a recent analysis investigating constraints on the scalar top sector.
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Figure 6: Prediction for MW as a function of mt. The left plot shows all points allowed by
HiggsBounds, the middle one requires Mh to be in the mass region 125.6 ± 3.1 GeV, while
in the right plot MH is required to be in the mass region 125.6 ± 3.1 GeV. The color coding
is as in Figs. 1 and 4. In addition, the blue points are the parameter points for which the
stops and sbottoms are heavier than 500 GeV and squarks of the first two generations and
the gluino are heavier than 1200 GeV.

sleptons, charginos and neutralinos, as analyzed above.

While so far we have compared the various predictions with the current experimental
results for MW and mt, we now discuss the impact of future improvements of these mea-
surements. For the W boson mass we assume an improvement of a factor three compared
to the present case down to �MW = 5 MeV from future measurements at the LHC and a
prospective Linear Collider (ILC) [118], while for mt we adopt the anticipated ILC accuracy
of �mt = 100 MeV [119]. For illustration we show in Fig. 7 again the left plot of Fig. 4,
assuming the mass of the light CP-even Higgs boson h in the region 125.6 ± 3.1 GeV, but
supplement the gray ellipse indicating the present experimental results for MW and mt with
the future projection indicated by the red ellipse (assuming the same experimental central
values). While currently the experimental results for MW and mt are compatible with the
predictions of both models (with a slight preference for a non-zero SUSY contribution), the
anticipated future accuracies indicated by the red ellipse would clearly provide a high sen-
sitivity for discriminating between the models and for constraining the parameter space of
BSM scenarios.

As a further hypothetical future scenario we assume that a light scalar top quark has
been discovered at the LHC with a mass of m

˜t1 = 400 ± 40 GeV, while no other new
particle has been observed. As before, for this analysis we use an anticipated experimental
precision of �MW = 5 MeV (other uncertainties have been neglected in this analysis).
Concerning the masses of the other SUSY particles, we assume lower limits of 300 GeV
on both sleptons and charginos, 500 GeV on other scalar quarks of the third generation
and of 1200 GeV on the remaining colored particles. We have selected the points from our

19
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Non-oblique parameters
long-standing deviation in AFB(b) from LEP 1!

currently:!

ρb = 0.056 ± 0.020!

κb = 0.182 ± 0.068 (2.7 σ)!

difficult to explain without affecting / tuning Rb!

FCC-ee:   ρb  ± 0.002   and   κb   ± 0.007!

or better when including AFB(b) in addition to AFB
LR(b)!

These results are virtually independent of STU (fixed or floating)
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Conclusions
Unprecedented precision possible at FCC-ee — 
assuming major advancements in higher order 
perturbative calculations to keep the theory 
uncertainties below the experimental ones. !

Many results may even be included after the end of 
the FCC-ee.!

E.g., the T parameter is sensitive to new physics with 
O(1) couplings up to                                                                 
                                        Λ ~ v / √Δρ ~ 70 TeV
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